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Bettis twirls gem as Rockies shut out Bucs 
 
Thomas Harding / MLB.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH -- The Pirates gave their fans "thank you" vouchers for sitting through bitter weather at PNC Park on 

Tuesday night. But the Rockies received the biggest gift -- the cold efficiency of right-handed pitcher Chad Bettis. 

 

Needing just 85 pitches to work 7 1/3 innings, Bettis lifted the the Rockies to their sixth victory in seven games -- and their 

first shutout, 2-0. 

 

In the second straight game to begin with a 27-degree wind-chill, Bettis (3-0) worked quickly. But he normally pitches as if 

someone is going to take the ball from him if he doesn't get rid of it, so that wasn't unusual. Bettis lived with his changeup, 

which has emerged as his best pitch this season. 

 

"Initially, I was a little bit worried when I was warming up for the game because my hands were so cold," Bettis said. "But 

after I came in and got some HotHands [hand warmers] on, it was fine. 

 

"What worked the best was my changeup. This season, it seems like we're talking more and more about my changeup 

more than anything. I've got a real good feel for it, so I'm going to use it to the best of my ability." 

 

Bettis gave up five hits and two walks, but wasn't damaged because of quick outs that included three strikeouts, two 

double plays (one on a grounder) and 11 groundouts. He had competition, both in quality and efficiency, from Pirates 

righty Trevor Williams (3-1), who gave up two runs on four hits and three walks in six innings. But just two Pirates reached 

scoring position against Bettis. 

 

"He lives on the margins," Pirates manager Clint Hurdle said. "He changes speeds. He's got a little quick pitch in there 

that he ran at us a few times as well. The spin makes the velocity pick up. Doesn't leave a lot of balls at the center of the 

plate. We had some offensive counts and we had a number of mis-hits." 
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He was also helped by a Gerardo Parra throw on a strange play. Williams, who opened the third with an infield single and 

was bundled in his jacket at first base, tried to advance to second on Sean Rodriguez's fly to left. Parra's throw beat him 

easily. 

 

Parra drew a one-out walk in the first, daringly beating Pirates left fielder Corey Dickerson's throw to third on Ian 

Desmond's single and scoring on Carlos Gonzalez's grounder. The way Bettis was going, that was all he would need. 

 

"There weren't many hard-hit balls -- he pitched great," Rockies manager Bud Black said. 

 

The plan going into last year was for Bettis to be the veteran leader of an otherwise young rotation, but he missed the first 

five months while battling testicular cancer. While a rotation that at times featured four rookies and two third-year pitchers 

was talented enough to lead a playoff run, seasoning was lacking. 

 

Fully healthy this year, Bettis -- who turns 29 on April 26 and is the elder statesman of the rotation -- has been salty. 

 

In his four starts, Bettis has not given up more than two runs. The last two, against the Nationals on Thursday -- seven 

innings, one run, three hits -- and Tuesday's lowered his ERA to 1.44. In Rockies history, only Ubaldo Jimenez (0.95 in 

2010) and Shawn Chacon (0.98 in 2003) have had lower ERAs through four starts. 

 

Bettis is a key reason the Rockies, whose offense has been spotty at best and managed just five hits Tuesday, have a 

2.35 starter ERA over the last seven contests (10 earned runs in 38 1/3 innings). The overall staff ERA during the seven 

games is 2.32, and opponents are hitting .188. 

 

The pitching, which included a bullpen effort that concluded with Wade Davis' eighth save in nine chances, has helped the 

Rockies fashion a 9-4 road record. 

 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
Changing the scouting report: Left-handed-hitting rookie Ryan McMahon, who at times has been set up to whiff on the 

low-and-outside pitch, in the fourth inning stayed with Williams' changeup and lashed it to left for a two-out RBI single and 

a 2-0 Rockies lead. 

 

Battling through a rough start at .097, McMahon understands he'll receive the same strategy until he proves he can beat 

it. 

 

"He tried to stand me up with a couple of fastballs, up, and I just stayed with that one low and away, got it and put a barrel 

on it," McMahon said. "I just stuck with it, decided to ride it out. I'd done my homework, prepared for it and that's what I 

was sticking with." 
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As soon as it began: To open the bottom of the sixth, Bettis missed on a full-count changeup to Gregory Polanco and 

suddenly faced a potential tying run. But Bettis needed just one pitch for a Starling Marte fly to right, and on his third pitch 

to Josh Bell he forced a double-play grounder. Bettis finished the inning at 68 pitches.  

 
SOUND SMART 
With Tuesday's victory and Monday night's 6-2 triumph, the Rockies have won their first series at PNC Park since winning 

three of four in 2011. 

 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
When you're a rookie third baseman standing in for five-time Gold Glove Award winner Nolan Arenado (due to return 

Friday from a fighting suspension), you can't be faulted for playing it safe. But with Jordy Mercer standing on third in the 

eighth, courtesy of his double and a fielder's choice, McMahon coolly fielded Rodriguez's full-count bouncer against 

reliever Bryan Shaw and fired home to prevent the run. 

 

"It's a little touch throw -- the flat route, dump it off to the guy right there," said McMahon, a standout high school football 

quarterback and Mater Dei High School in Santa Ana, Calif. 

 
HE SAID IT 
"On a night like this, it's intuitive that pitchers want to get back in the dugout. Hitters are a little bit more aggressive in 

conditions like this."-- Black, noting that Bettis and Williams, the Pirates starter, were especially efficient in a game that 

lasted just 2 hours, 31 minutes.  

 
UP NEXT 
Rockies lefty Kyle Freeland (0-2, 4.50 ERA) will be looking for some help when he faces the Pirates at 10:35 a.m. MT in 

Wednesday's series finale at PNC Park. In his three starts, Freeland has received 2.25 runs of support while in the game. 

So the story could be the Rockies' offense against Pirates righty Chad Kuhl (1-1, 5.74). 
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5 eye-catching April performances 
 
Mike Petriello / MLB.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
Each week on the Statcast™ Podcast, hosts Mike Petriello and Matt Meyers dig into the world of Statcast™ and 

advanced metrics, exploring the most important topics in baseball through the lens of the groundbreaking Statcast™ 

technology. Download, subscribe and help others find the show by leaving a rating and review on iTunes or your favorite 

platform. 

 

It's true that it's only mid-April, still so early in the year that Joe Mauer entered Tuesday hitting .412 and Jose Ramirez 

.160. There are a lot of unexpected early-season numbers that won't last, because they simply can't. We go through this 

every year. Baseball takes some time to balance out. 

 

That doesn't mean they don't hold some interest, however -- at least in the sense that digging deeper under the hood of a 

hot start or a cold one can tell you a little bit about why things look that way right now. At the very least, it's interesting 

enough to see some names you might not have thought about carrying some massive numbers. 

 

There are five in particular that stood out to us. Which ones will last?  

 

1. Josh Hader, 61 percent strikeout rate. 

 

On Saturday in New York, Hader faced six Mets hitters. The first five -- Juan Lagares, Wilmer Flores, Michael Conforto, 

Asdrubal Cabrera and Yoenis Cespedes -- all struck out. (The sixth, Jay Bruce, flied out to center.) That seems to have 

been something of a coming-out party for the second-year Milwaukee lefty, but it shouldn't have been. He's established 

himself as one of the most high-upside relievers in the game, as he's whiffed 25 of the 41 batters he's seen so far. 

 

If that sounds like hyperbole, it shouldn't be. Since 2008, over 1,200 pitchers have thrown at least 50 innings. Hader has 

struck out 40.5 percent of the batters he's faced, and that puts him third on that list, behind only Craig Kimbrel and Aroldis 

Chapman. Looking just at the rate of contact inside the zone -- i.e., pure dominance -- he's first. 

 

Hader throws something like Chris Sale's fastball, from a similar low lefty release point, and Andrew Miller's slider. That'll 

play. It has played. 

 

2. Adam Ottavino, 64.7 percent strikeout rate. 

 

Ottavino has struck out 22 of the 34 hitters he's faced, but he's getting there in a different way. Ottavino had previously 

been a very good reliever for Colorado, of course, but after 2015 Tommy John surgery interrupted his career, he struggled 

to throw strikes in '17 (5.06 ERA, 6.6 walks per nine) and didn't even make the Rockies' Wild Card Game roster. 
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Now he's throwing strikes. He's throwing sliders, more of them than almost anyone in baseball, and they look like this: 

 

Not only that, he's throwing them in counts that no hitter would expect to see a slider in. For all the money the Rockies 

spent on relievers Wade Davis, Bryan Shaw, and Jake McGee last winter, it's their longest-tenured pitcher who has been 

by far their best. 

 

3. Brandon Nimmo, .590 xwOBA, second-best in baseball 

 

Nimmo has only had 27 plate appearances in the crowded Mets outfield picture, but the entire point here is to highlight 

interesting small sample numbers and what they might mean. He's not going to keep hitting .333/.481/.714, of course, nor 

is he going to keep leading the N in Expected wOBA, as he's doing now. 

 

But we knew Nimmo had showed an elite line-drive rate, a potentially elite batting eye and above-average speed. So far, 

he's got four barrels, the best possible combination of exit velocity and launch angle, and 15.4 percent of his plate 

appearances have ended in a barrel -- a top-five rate in MLB. 

 

4. Rick Porcello, .190 Expected wOBA, best in baseball 

 

Porcello may have won the 2016 American League Cy Young Award, but he's never really been considered as a true 

"ace," at least the same way as current teammate Sale and former teammates Max Scherzer and Justin Verlander have 

been. In his first three starts of 2018, he's doing his best to change that viewpoint. 

 

To date, there have been 123 pitchers to face at least 50 hitters, and Porcell's Expected wOBA -- a number that includes 

strikeouts, walks and expected outcomes based on quality of contact -- of .190 is the lowest of anyone. That's in part 

because he's collected 17 strikeouts against just a single walk and no homers; it's also because his ground-ball rate of 52 

percent is well up from last year's 40 percent. 

 

5. Cleveland is baseball's most unfortunate hitting team. 

 

You don't need advanced stats to know that the Indians are off to a poor hitting start, since they're hitting a meager 

.208/.284/.355 to start 2018. It's the weakest line in the game. Is that due to poor luck or poor performance? 

 

The answer, as you'd expect, is a little of both, but they're not this bad. They actually have the second-best hard-hit rate of 

any team in the game, and one of the 10 lowest strikeout rates in baseball. They're making enough contact and they're 

making hard contact. They're just not finding success -- as the worst-in-baseball .234 Batting Average on Balls in Play 

would indicate. 
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The unfortunate outcomes are to such an extent that the 81-point difference between their Expected wOBA (.347, which is 

actually above average) and their actual wOBA of .266 is the highest in baseball by quite a bit. On an individual basis, 

there have been 255 hitters with 30 times up, and Francisco Lindor (expected .438 wOBA, actual .296 wOBA) and Yonder 

Alonso (expected .442, actual .276) are both among the six biggest underperformers. It'll get better, Cleveland fans. It has 

to. 
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Rodgers among top prospect performers 
 
Mike Rosenbaum / MLB.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
Here's MLB Pipeline's roundup of the top prospect performances in the Minor Leagues on Tuesday. 

 

With top pitching prospect Triston McKenzie sidelined to begin the season, Shane Bieber and Sam Hentges are taking 

center stage in the Cleveland Indians' farm system. They combined to throw 13 scoreless innings with 16 strikeouts, as 

each hurler recorded his second win in three starts at his respective level. 

 

Bieber, Cleveland's No. 8 prospect, fired seven scoreless frames, allowing four hits and striking out six to lead Double-A 

Akron past Altoona, 2-0. The 22-year-old right-hander extended his season-opening scoreless-innings streak to 20 with 

the performance, during which he's allowed just 10 hits and zero walks while striking out 23 batters. 

 

That Bieber, the Indians' fourth-round pick in the 2016 Draft, is yet to issue a walk should not be surprising -- he issued 

just 12 free passes (two intentional) in 173 1/3 innings last season to lead all Minor League hurlers both in walk rate (1.5 

percent) and walks-per-nine innings (0.5 BB/9). 

 

Hentges (No. 17) also dazzled in his start for Class A Advanced Lynchburg, posting six blank frames to help the Hillcats 

defeat Frederick, 4-1. The 21-year-old lefty scattered six hits and one walk with 10 strikeouts in arguably his best outing 

since returning from Tommy John surgery last June. He's quickly emerged as Lynchburg's ace in McKenzie's absence, 

posting a 0.56 ERA with 19 strikeouts and three walks in 16 innings (three starts) to begin the season. 

 

The rest of the best performances from top prospects Tuesday 
 

• It took him 10 games, but No. 2 overall prospect Ronald Acuna (Braves' No. 1) is finally on the board with his first home 

run. The 20-year-old phenom connected on a two-run shot to left field in the fifth inning, before finishing 2-for-4 with two 

runs and a walk in Triple-A Gwinnett's win over Scranton/Wilkes-Barre. The RBIs also were firsts for Acuna, who's hitting 

.175 overall with two extra-base hits after his second multi-hit game. 

 

• No. 13 overall prospect Bo Bichette (Blue Jays' No. 2) extended his hitting streak to nine games with an RBI single in 

Double-A New Hampshire's loss to Binghamton. Bichette also scored and run and stole his fourth base. The 20-year-old 

shortstop is hitting .341 through 10 games and ranks among the top three in the Eastern League in both runs scored (10) 

and hits (15). 

 

• No. 14 overall prospect Brendan Rodgers (Rockies' No. 1) broke out of a 1-for-26 slump by going 3-for-4 in Double-A 

Hartford's loss to Portland in game one of a doubleheader. One of the 21-year-old shortstop's hits was a double, and he 

also plated a run in the three-hit performance, his second this season. 
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• No. 29 overall prospect Juan Soto (Nationals' No. 2) collected a pair of hits in both ends of Class A Hagerstown's 

doubleheader to improve his season slash line to a robust .415/.537/.902. The 19-year-old outfielder went 2-for-3 with two 

doubles and an RBI in the opener and then reached base four times in the nightcap in a 2-for-2, two-walk performance. 

Altogether, Soto has produced 10 extra-base hits and 20 RBIs in 12 games, with nearly twice as many walks (13) as 

strikeouts (seven). 

 

• No. 60 overall prospect Jesus Luzardo (A's No. 2) furthered his reputation as one of baseball's top left-handed pitching 

prospects by spinning five no-hit frames with nine strikeouts for Class A Advanced Stockton. He allowed just two hitters to 

reach base -- one via a walk and the other on his own error -- and threw 50 of his 76 pitches for strikes. The 20-year-old 

southpaw has been dominant to begin the season, posting a 1.23 ERA with 25 strikeouts and .120 opponents' average 

over 14 2/3 innings (three starts) in the hitter-friendly California League. 

 

• No. 81 overall prospect Nick Gordon (Twins' No. 4) has at least one hit and one RBI in three straight games after 

connecting on his first home run, a solo shot, in Double-A Chattanooga's win over Jacksonville. The 22-year-old middle 

infielder is off to a strong start in 2018, hitting .350/.381/.550 through 10 games in his second tour of the Southern 

League. 

 

• Angels No. 10 prospect Michael Hermosillo set a career high with six RBIs behind a trio of run-producing extra-base hits 

in Triple-A Salt Lake's rout of Sacramento. The 23-year-old outfielder accrued his RBIs in the first six innings, too, as he 

plated two runs with a triple in the second inning, connected on a three-run homer in the fourth and then added a solo 

shot two frames later to finish 3-for-5. Hermosillo also scored two runs and recorded an outfield assist in center field. 

 

• Blue Jays' No. 9 prospect T.J. Zeuch tossed six scoreless innings en route to his second win in three starts for Class A 

Advanced Dunedin. He scattered five hits with two walks and eight strikeouts while generating an additional seven outs on 

the ground. The 6-foot-7 right-hander has completed at least six innings in each of his three starts for Dunedin, posting a 

2.89 ERA with a 0.96 WHIP and 17 strikeouts in 18 2/3 frames overall. 

 

• Brewers No. 5 prospect Luis Ortiz set a career high with 10 strikeouts for Double-A Biloxi after entering the game as a 

reliever in the fourth inning. The 22-year-old righty would work the remaining 6 1/3 frames, allowing two runs (one earned) 

on three hits and three walks as the Shuckers fell 4-3 to Mobile in 10 innings. At the plate for Biloxi, Corey Ray (No. 7) 

stayed hot with his fourth straight multi-hit performance as he finished 2-for-5 with two steals. He's hit a double in four 

straight games and has an extra-base hit in nine of his past 10 contests. 

 

• Dodgers No. 16 prospect Caleb Ferguson took a no-decision for Double-A Tulsa despite posting five scoreless frames of 

two-hit ball. He tallied nine strikeouts against just one walk while throwing 53 of his 73 pitches for strikes. The 21-year-old 

righty sports a 0.87 ERA with 15 strikeouts in 10 1/3 innings through three starts for the Drillers. 
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• Giants No. 8 prospect Shaun Anderson led the way with six scoreless innings as Double-A Richmond blanked Bowie, 1-

0. Facing three batters over the minimum in the outing, Anderson, whom San Francisco acquired from Boston at last 

year's Trade Deadline, yielded four hits and one walk while pairing four strikeouts with nine ground-ball outs. He threw 86 

pitches, 52 for strikes. 

 

• Orioles No. 17 prospect Zac Lowther allowed three hits over five innings in his second straight scoreless start for Class 

A Delmarva. He struck out seven and did not issue a walk, throwing 58 of his 84 pitches for strikes in the outing. The 21-

year-old lefty has been dominant early in his first full season, posting a 0.36 WHIP with 20 strikeouts across 11 scoreless 

frames (both wins). 

 

• Reds No. 5 prospect Tony Santillan has gone 16 innings without allowing an earned run as he pitched Class A 

Advanced Daytona past Tampa, 8-2. The 21-year-old righty gave up three hits in six innings, struck out five and hit a 

batter. He's limited opposing hitters to a .145 average across his first three starts, posting 18 strikeouts against four walks 

in 16 innings. 
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CarGo develops five-star forte in right field 
 
Manny Randhawa / MLB.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
DENVER -- When it comes to making diving attempts in the outfield, one particular play from nearly a decade ago is never 

far from Carlos Gonzalez's mind. 

 

"We were playing in Dodger Stadium, and I was playing center field," Gonzalez said. "For some reason, I had a chance to 

make a diving play, but I ended up hitting the ground [without making the catch], and it ended up costing us a couple 

runs." 

 

Troy Tulowitzki, then the young star shortstop for Colorado, let Gonzalez hear about it when they got back to the visitors' 

dugout. 

 

"Troy is an intense player," Gonzalez said. "He pushed me to be the player I am today. When he ended up yelling at me 

[that night at Dodger Stadium], I didn't take that as frustration or that he's yelling at me because I made a bad mistake. He 

was yelling at me because he knew I was capable of doing something better." 

 

"Something better" turned out to be three Gold Glove Awards for Gonzalez, who would become Colorado's star right 

fielder and a slugging staple in the middle of the lineup over the next nine seasons. 

 

Gonzalez has come a long way from that night at Chavez Ravine. And with the advent of Statcast™, a new dimension of 

detail has been added to our understanding of stellar defensive plays in the outfield. Interestingly, Gonzalez has become 

a master of a specific type of five-star catch, which has accounted for three of his past four five-star plays in right field. 

 

The most recent of these plays came on April 4 against the Padres at Petco Park. San Diego catcher Austin Hedges led 

off the bottom of the third with a sinking line drive to right field. Gonzalez had to charge in and to his left, with an 

opportunity time of 3.0 seconds before the ball would hit the ground. He made a full-extension dive and robbed Hedges of 

a hit. The catch probability on that play was 8 percent, and in those three seconds, Gonzalez covered 41 feet. 

 

Gonzalez's previous two five-star plays came within a day of each other last season. On May 9, 2017, Gonzalez took a hit 

away from the Cubs' Javier Baez on a very similar play to the one in San Diego earlier this month. Baez hit a sinking liner 

to right at Coors Field, where Gonzalez had to charge in 41 feet in 2.9 seconds. The catch probability on that play was 5 

percent. 

 

The next day, Cubs starter Kyle Hendricks lined one to right in the sixth. Gonzalez went 37 feet, in and to his left, in 2.9 

seconds to make a diving catch. The catch probability for that play was 18 percent. 
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"That's a risky play, if you look at it," Gonzalez said. "It's pretty much do-or-die. As an outfielder, you don't get a lot of 

opportunities to make plays like that. It takes judgment. Early in my career, you're still young, you don't want to make a 

stupid mistake or cause a veteran pitcher problems. Now that I have way more experience, I know that I can handle the 

mistakes, because of course I'm not going to be the one getting yelled at, but I'm also going to be the one approaching the 

pitcher to apologize and say, 'I could've done better.'" 

 

A big part of making the right judgment in the fraction of a second before an outfielder has to get a jump on balls like 

those, according to Gonzalez, is the context in which the play takes place. 

 

"Sometimes I won't take the chance. I might just shut it down, play it as a hit, keep the guy at first base and play for a 

double play," Gonzalez said. "But when I take my opportunities, that means something is up in the game. If I think about 

those plays, I know the one against Hendricks, it was a close game, a good situation [for that play]." 

 

When Hendricks lined to right, there was one out in the sixth inning, and Rockies starter German Marquez hadn't given up 

a hit. The diving catch by Gonzalez preserved the no-hitter, which was broken up on a Kris Bryant double to open the 

seventh. 

 

"And when I made the one this year, our pitcher [Jon Gray] is throwing a gem, and we were up 5-0," Gonzalez said. "I 

knew that if I end up missing the play, it's OK; maybe a run scores, but if you make a good play for him, he's gonna 

continue to pitch well." 

 

Gonzalez also puts stock in the anticipation afforded him by data he studies on opposing hitters, which enables him to 

generate a head-start even before the ball is hit. 

 

"It's important to get a really good first step, but the other thing that helps you a lot is knowing what the count is and 

knowing who's at the plate. The reports give you so much information about where the guy's going to hit the ball. It 

happens to me a lot [at the plate] -- they know where I'm gonna hit it, and they're normally playing up the middle with the 

shift. There's a lot of information over the years that makes you a good defender." 

 

Of course, the ball doesn't always end up in Gonzalez's glove. Plays like the one he's become so adept at in right field 

don't get much riskier, with nothing behind him but the fence. 

 

"It happened to me in the first series of the season against the Diamondbacks," Gonzalez said. "[Jarrod] Dyson hit a soft 

liner coming in, and my instincts told me to go for it, and I ended up being short, didn't make the play, and Dyson ended 

up with an RBI triple." 

 

The catch probability on the Dyson ball was 12 percent.  
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"Sometimes it's gonna work, sometimes it doesn't," said Gonzalez. "But as an outfielder, especially when pitchers 

appreciate what you do, most of the time they're gonna thank you instead of being like, 'Man, that cost me a run and 

another guy in scoring position.' 

 

"It's tough for the pitcher when you don't end up making the play. But it's a life-saver when you do." 
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The Morning After: Rockies’ defense supporting club’s solid start 
Colorado wins first series at PNC Park since 2011 

 
Patrick Saunders / TheDenverPost.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — Right-hander Chad Bettis‘ hot start and the Rockies’ 26 homers through their first 19 games has 

grabbed headlines, but the club’s defense is playing a huge supporting role. 

 

Its .991 fielding percentage ranks second in the National League behind the Diamondbacks, and fourth in the majors 

behind the Red Sox, Angels and D-backs. Colorado has turned 21 double plays, tops in the NL and third in the majors 

(Rangers 24, Blue Jays 23). 

 

Five takeaways Colorado’s 2-0 victory over the  Pirates Tuesday night: 
 

No. 1. The Rockies clinched the three-game series Tuesday, marking the first time they will win a series at PNC Park 

since winning three of four in 2011. 

 

No. 2. Colorado faced a tough schedule out of the gate, playing 14 of its first 20 games on the road. Heading into 

Wednesday’s series finale here, they are 9-4 away from Coors Field. 

 

The Morning After: Inside German Marquez’s excellent start in Rockies’ win over Pirates 

No. 3. Last season, the Rockies also began the season 9-4 on the road and finished the season 41-40, only the second 

winning road record in club history. 

 

No. 4. Colorado’s bullpen, paced by closer Wade Davis’ eight saves in nine chances, has a 3.59 ERA, 10th in the NL. 

However, the relievers’ 1.06 WHIP ranks third. 

 

No. 5. Chad Bettis’ stellar start on Tuesday’ lowered his ERA to 1.44. In franchise history,  only Ubaldo Jimenez (0.95 in 

2010) and Shawn Chacon (0.98 in 2003) have had lower ERAs through four starts. 

 

Quotable:  “On a night like this, it’s intuitive that pitchers want to get back in the dugout. Hitters are a little bit more 

aggressive in conditions like this.” — Rockies manager Bud Black, explaining one of the reason’s Tuesday’s game, played 

on a bitter night with a 27- degree wind-chill, took just 2 hours, 31 minutes to complete. 
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Chad Bettis chills Pirates’ bats as Rockies win for sixth time in seven games 
Bettis improved to 3-0 with a 1.44 ERA — the third-lowest in franchise history for a player’s first four starts. 

 
Patrick Saunders / TheDenverPost.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — It was 34 degrees and snowing for the first pitch of the Rockies-Pirates game at PNC Park on Tuesday 

night, making it the coldest road game in Rockies history. 

 

But it was starter Chad Bettis who had a chilling effect on the Bucs’ bats in a 2-0 Colorado victory. 

 

Off to the best start of his career, the 28-year-old right-hander allowed no runs on five hits over 7 ⅓ innings. He walked 

two and struck out three. 

 

“What worked the best tonight was my changeup,” Bettis said. “This season, it feels more and more like we are talking 

about my changeup. I’ve got a really good feel for it right now, so I’m going to use it to the best of my ability. 

 

“I was able to mix in some cutters and curveballs as well tonight, but predominantly it was my fastball and changeup.” 

 

Bettis controlled the game from the start, pounding the strike zone and inducing 11 groundball outs. Pittsburgh did not 

reach third base until the eighth inning when Jordy Mercer led off with a double and advanced to third on Adam Frazier’s 

groundout to second. 

 

Into the game came right-handed reliever Bryan Shaw, who induced Sean Rodriguez to chop out to rookie third baseman 

Ryan McMahon, who threw out Mercer trying to score. Lefty reliever Jake McGee got Gregory Polanco to pop out to 

McMahon to silence the Pirates’ only rally of the night. 

 

“It’s a little touch throw,” McMahon, a former high school quarterback, said of his throw home prevent a run. “That’s the 

flat route right there, just dump it off to the guy.” 

 

Closer Wade Davis pitched a perfect ninth, with one punch out, to record his eighth save in nine chances. 

 

Bettis improved to 3-0 with a 1.44 ERA — the third-lowest in franchise history for a player’s first four starts. Ubaldo 

Jimenez opened with an 0.95 ERA in 2010, and Shawn Chacon started with a 0.98 ERA in 2003. 

 

Colorado, 11-8, won for the sixth time in seven games and improved to 9-4 on the road. During those seven games, 

teams have hit just .188 against the Rockies and their ERA through those seven games is 2.32 overall and 2.35 for the 

starters. 
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Bettis, the craftsman of the Rockies’ staff, needed just 85 pitches to maneuver through the bone-chilling night. He 

piggybacked on his excellent outing last Thursday at Washington  when he allowed one run on three hits over seven 

innings in Colorado’s 5-1 victory. 

 

“He pitched with his full arsenal, and it was outstanding,” manager Bud Black said. “He had them off-balance, he 

produced the grounders and he got in and jammed some guys.” 

 

Colorado, limited to only five hits, created just enough offense to win the game. 

 

It took a 1-0 lead in the first, stringing together a one-out walk by Gerardo Parra, a single by Charlie Blackmon to advance 

Parra to third, and an RBI groundout to second by Carlos Gonzalez. 

 

Colorado patched together hits and walks again in the fourth to increase its lead to 2-0. A two-out walk by Ian Desmond, a 

double by Trevor Story and an RBI single to left by McMahon produced the run. McMahon was starting at third base in 

place of all-star Nolan Arenado, who was serving the fourth game of his five-game suspension for fighting. 

 

“I had an idea how (starter Trevor Williams) was going to attack me,” said McMahon, who got just his third hit and second 

RBI of the season.  “I knew he would try to stand me up with a couple of fastballs up, and then I expected that one low 

and away and I went and got it.” 

 

Looking ahead 
 

Rockies LHP Kyle Freeland (0-2, 4.50 ERA) at Pirates RHP Chad Kuhl (1-1, 5.74), 10:35 a.m. Wednesday; No TV, 850 

AM 

 

Freeland is still searching for his first victory of the season, while the Rockies are 1-2 in the three games he’s started. 

Giving up home runs  has been a problem for the left-hander, but so has a lack of run support. The Rockies have scored 

just four runs when he’s been in the game. Freeland faced the Pirates twice last season as a rookie, going 1-1 with a 4.63 

ERA. He did not fare well at PNC Park on June 12, taking the loss after being charged with five runs (four earned) on nine 

hits over 5 ⅔ innings. Kuhl is 0-2 with a 5.73 ERA in two starts vs. the Rockies, losing to right-hander German Marquez 

both times. He’s coming off a difficult start at Miami, where the Marlins knocked him around for four runs on 11 hits in five 

innings. 

 
Thursday: Off day 
Friday: Cubs RHP Kyle Kendricks (0-1, 3.71) vs. Rockies RHP Jon Gray (1-3, 6.23), 6:40 p.m.; ATTRM 

Saturday: Cubs RHP Yu Darvish (0-1, 6.00) vs. Rockies LHP Tyler Anderson (0-0, 4.73), 6:10 p.m.; ATTRM 

Sunday: Cub LHP Jose Quintana (1-1, 8.16) vs. Rockies RHP German Marquez (1-1, 4.34), 1:10 p.m., ATTRM 
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Trevor Story’s up-and-down start mirrors Rockies’ early-season offense 
Bud Black thinks that, eventually, Colorado’s offense will have balance 

 
Patrick Saunders / MLB.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — In the fourth inning of Monday night’s game, Trevor Story put a perfect swing on Steven Brault’s 

hanging slider, driving the ball over the left-field wall at PNC Park for a three run homer in Colorado’s 6-2 win over the 

Pirates. The baseball shot off Story’s bat at 111.6 mph. 

 

Sunday, at Nationals Park in Washington, the Rockies shortstop struck out four times in four at-bats. 

 

Story entered Tuesday night’s game against the Pirates batting .200, with a 40-percent strikeout rate (26 whiffs in 60 at-

bats), but with four home runs.  He has mirrored the Rockies’ offense in the early part of the season: Lots of power, lack of 

consistency and hints of what could be. 

 

But perhaps Colorado’s offense is beginning to heat up throughout the order. Tuesday night, with game-time 

temperatures in the low 30s, Colorado took a 2-0 lead when Story hit a fourth-inning double to left, advancing Ian 

Desmond to third. Desmond scored on rookie Ryan McMahon’s single, just the third hit and second RBI of the season for 

McMahon. It was the type of chain-link team offense Colorado has been searching for this spring. 

 

Colorado’s first run came in the first inning on one-out walk by Gerardo Parra, a single by Charlie Blackmon and an RBI 

groundout by Carlos Gonzalez. The Rockies won the game 2-0. 

 

“It’s been a little bit lighter than what we expect, for sure,” manager Bud Black said when asked to assess his club’s 

offense. “I think that will turn. The home run has saved us a little bit, for sure. 

 

“I don’t see ourselves as a big power team. We have power, I think we have balance and I do think that eventually we will 

get to that batting line of power, average and much better on-base (percentage).” 

 

But that balance has thus far eluded the Rockies, even though they’d won five of six games entering Tuesday, in large 

part because of strong pitching (2.72 ERA over the six-game stretch), solid defense and timely hits. 

 

Colorado entered Tuesday’s game with 26 home runs, the most in the National League. Impressively, 19 of those homers 

have come away from Coors Field. 

 

Conversely,  the Rockies’ .218 team batting average ranked last in the NL, as did their .286 on-base percentage. Their 

.223 average with runners in scoring position ranked 12th and their 168 strikeouts were the second most in the NL. 
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 “Right now, it’s not happening, but the power is showing up, and it’s helped us win games,” Black said. “Power is a good 

thing, but truly, on-base is paramount to score runs. We have to do a better job of that. I think we will get there.” 

 

Story’s early-season slump was getting deep before he broke out Monday night. He batted 1-for-15 with 10 strikeouts at 

Washington, yet Colorado took three of four from the Nationals. After his home run Monday night, Story added a single for 

just his second multihit game of the season, hiking his average from .177 to .200. 

 

Patience, persistence and practice is Story’s mantra. 

 

“There are a lot of hidden things that go into hitting but, for me, it’s just trying to keep consistent, especially in my cage 

work, my pregame work,” Story said. “You’re going to have ups and downs in this game, and you’ve got to be able to 

handle them.” 
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Don't look now, but Chad Bettis is off to one of the best season starts in Rockies history 
 
Nick Groke / TheAthletic.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — Chad Bettis' natural state is fixed under an oversized black hoodie, peering out from the shadows like 

Obi-Wan Kenobi with a curveball. But how did a 28-year-old in just his third full season as a starter become the veteran 

sage of this Rockies' pitching staff? 

 

“Everybody I grew up around always said I'm wise beyond my years,” Bettis said. “But I never really read into it.” 

 

Bettis is rising as the chieftain among an excessively young rotation. Through nearly three weeks, he is pitching one of the 

best season-starting runs in Rockies history, highlighted again by a scoreless shutdown of the Pirates in the Rockies' 2-0 

victory at PNC Park on Tuesday. 

 

The right-hander, who returned late last season following cancer treatment, sprinted through 7 1/3 frigid innings on just 

five hits and the Pirates reached second base just twice. Jordy Mercer finally sniffed home plate in the eighth after a 

leadoff double, but third baseman Ryan McMahon threw him out breaking for home on a weak grounder. Bettis was never 

really threatened. 

 

Bettis lowered his ERA to 1.44 — the third-best mark in the National League among pitchers with at least three starts, 

behind only Pittsburgh's Jameson Taillon and Washington's three-time Cy Young Award winner Max Scherzer. 

 

Only two other Colorado pitchers have better marks after four starts: Ubaldo Jiménez had a 0.95 ERA to start 2010 and 

Shawn Chacon carried a 0.98 ERA in 2003. Both pitchers were named NL All-Stars in those seasons. 

 

“I just want to earn respect,” Bettis said. “Ever since I was called up [in 2013], that was my main thing, earning respect 

from my teammates and other teams.” 

 

His respect last season came off the field. Bettis broke off from Colorado's camp early in spring training to face a 

recurrence of testicular cancer. His return in August was marked by an emotionally-charged seven-inning outing that 

culminated in victory over Atlanta at Coors Field. 

 

But that was Bettis in an extracurricular situation. Tuesday's pitcher — the crafty right-hander with an elite changeup — 

was the one Bettis was always meant to to be. 

 

“He pitched. He pitched with his arsenal and it was outstanding,” Colorado manager Bud Black said. “Good action to the 

fastball, good change, mix in the breaking ball, the little cutter. There weren't many hard-hit balls.” 
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In fact, there were three among the 22 batters Bettis faced. Gregory Polanco lined out to Gerardo Parra in left field in the 

first. Sean Rodríguez flied out deep to left in the third before Parra set him down and threw out Pirates pitcher Trevor 

Williams trying to tag up for second base. And Mercer hit a hot shot down the left field line in the eighth. 

 

Bettis stands out among a rotation topped by fireballer Jon Gray, backed by lefty Tyler Anderson and rounded out by 

second-year arms German Márquez, 23, and Kyle Freeland, 24. Unlike his staffmates, Bettis is pitching with a fully-

integrated arsenal. 

 

He is throwing fewer fastballs than at any point in his career, less than 50 percent. But the 90 mph average fastball darts 

at hitters with movement, and he can place it in and out against righties and lefties. He has nearly tripled his use of a 

cutter and found leveraged use of a curveball. 

 

“With Chad, it truly is about keeping the hitter off-balance,” Black said. “Keeping the ball down, producing the groundball.” 

 

But his changeup, one he uses 25 percent of the time, has become a go-to. Hitters managed just a .125 average off the 

floater through his first three starts and Pittsburgh fared even worse. Bettis forced the Pirates into 13 outs on groundballs. 

 

“Especially tonight, cold game like that, he's going after guys,” McMahon said. “He keeps you locked in.” 

 

The Rockies (11-8) clinched their first series victory in Pittsburgh since 2011 and they are now 9-4 overall away from 

Coors Field. Both of their runs Tuesday came from walks. Parra walked in the first and scored on Carlos González's 

grounder. Ian Desmond walked in the fourth and scored on McMahon's line-drive single to left. 

 

But as the Rockies won the sixth of their past seven, moving two games behind Arizona in the NL West,  they found a bit 

of magic. They are undefeated this season in Bettis' starts. 

 

“I'm just having fun,” Bettis said. “I feel like every time I go out there, we're going to win. Regardless of who we're facing. 

We're going to keep running with it.” 
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Better prepared for the elements, German Márquez shows he's heating up for the Rockies 
 
Nike Groke / TheAthletic.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — German Márquez's pregame briefing Monday started with a wardrobe lesson. After the clubhouse 

manager asked him what jersey the Rockies would wear that night, Márquez met with his manager, Bud Black, who told 

him to knock it off with the tough-guy routine. 

 

If it's cold, wear more clothes, Black told him. The 23-year-old from San Felix, Venezuela discovered that being able to 

feel the baseball is an optimal strategy for a pitcher. 

 

In the Rockies' home opener at Coors Field earlier this month, his fingers froze, he lost his grip as the temperature 

dropped to 22 degrees and Márquez gave up seven runs in a blowout loss to Atlanta. Colorado fans wore heavy puffers 

that day; he wore short sleeves. 

 

“I was stubborn,” Márquez said. 

 

On Monday here against the Pirates, as Márquez led the Rockies to a chilly 6-2 victory, he covered his arms and ditched 

the pretense of cool. 

 

He wore sleeves on the field when the official first-pitch temperature dipped to 36 degrees and felt more like 29. He used 

pocket hand warmers. Trainers brought him heated towels to wrap his hands. Márquez did everything the Rockies told 

him to in whipping through six innings on just two hits and two runs. 

 

“I knew staying warm would give me a better chance of leading this team,” he said. 

 

On Sunday at Fenway Park in Boston, where the game time temperature was 34 degrees, Red Sox lefty Chris Sale 

pitched five frigid innings any which way he could. “That was the most miserable I've ever been on a baseball field,” Sale 

said. But he got the job done and Boston won. 

 

In Chicago on Saturday, after the Cubs won an error-filled game at 38-degree Wrigley Field, manager Joe Maddon was 

displeased with the cold. “The game should really not have been played,” he said. “Those were the worst elements I’ve 

ever participated in a baseball game in.” 

 

It was snowing at PNC Park during Márquez's first inning Monday, but no bother. He threw an elevated 97-mph heater 

that blew by Pittsburgh's Josh Bell for an inning-ending strikeout. Márquez never lost his touch. He used a 76-mph 

curveball to whiff Starling Marte with a strikeout in the fourth. 
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He gave up only two hurtful hits, both triples. Francisco Cervelli's soft liner sneaked past a diving Carlos Gonzalez in the 

fifth, and Cervelli scored on Colin Moran's sacrifice fly. And Marte's liner to right in the sixth scored Gregory Polanco. 

 

“I wanted to make sure the weather did not affect my concentration and focus,” Márquez said. “I didn't let it bother me at 

all. That was an adjustment I need to make. If you want to be your best, you have to stay warm.” 

 

Black was stern about his message. A pitcher is responsible for adjusting to conditions, he said. Cold is no excuse. And 

Márquez's arsenal is dependent on the separation in velocity between an upper-90s fastball and a mid-70s curveball. 

Those pitches require a delicate hand. 

 

“That for sure was a stress for him,” Black said. “I hope that was a learning experience for him. I was pretty adamant 

about that.” 

 

Snow is in the Pittsburgh forecast Wednesday. Snow in Denver is hardly a surprise in April, even in May and even if a 

series starts in 80-degree sun. Márquez will deal with it again at some point. 

 

The Rockies needed Márquez to throw them some length. In this seven-game road trip through Washington and 

Pittsburgh, only one Colorado pitcher has survived through six innings: Chad Bettis' seven-inning outing in a 5-1 victory 

Thursday. 

 

“Our starting pitching has been a variable,” Black said. “We've seen some very good outings from our starters, and we've 

seen some starts that have not been good. Consistency is the name of this game, for sure, over the long haul.” 

 

Márquez arrived in Colorado in 2016 with lefty reliever Jake McGee from Tampa Bay, after the Rockies traded slugger 

Corey Dickerson to the Rays. He had never pitched in a colder game than that chilly Coors Field outing, when he walked 

a career-high six batters. But he has breezed by the Pirates in a budding career, giving up just five earned runs in three 

starts over 18 innings. 

 

So, Black quickly moved his ire from Márquez's stubbornness about the cold to his command. “There were a couple of 

two-out walks I'm gonna talk to him about,” Black said. 

 

But Márquez struck out six with a high fastball above the zone to right-handed hitters and his best curveball this season, a 

fading pitch with deception. And in his past two starts, including a shortened appearance because a benches-clearing 

brawl against San Diego last week, Márquez has allowed just two runs over his past nine innings, with 10 strikeouts, two 

walks and just three hits. 

 

Trevor Story turned around an 0-2 count in the fourth against Pittsburgh's Steven Brault, a Regis University alum, to work 

a 2-2 pitch. He turned on it for a three-run homer to left, helping erase a four-strikeout game on Sunday in D.C. 
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Charlie Blackmon also homered, a solo shot to right field in the eighth, his seventh home run this season, all on the road. 

He is outpaced in the majors only by Bryce Harper, whose homer in New York on Monday gave him eight. 

 

And the Rockies have now won eight of their past 10 road games. They are heating up. 

 

“I was pretty cozy and warm in the dugout,” Márquez said. 
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Rockies' Bettis, 3-relievers shut out Bucs at snowy PNC Park 
 
Associated Press / ESPN.com | Apr 18, 2018  
 
 
PITTSBURGH -- Chad Bettis found a simple solution to ward off the cold. 

 

"I just concentrated on executing pitches," the Colorado Rockies right-hander said. 

 

Bettis pitched into the eighth inning and combined with three relievers on a five-hitter, leading the Rockies over the 

Pittsburgh Pirates 2-0 on a snowy Tuesday night. 

 

Bettis (3-0) allowed five hits in 7 1/3 innings with three strikeouts and two walks. 

 

"He used his entire arsenal effectively. He pitched," Colorado manager Bud Black said. "It was a very effective outing. He 

kept them off balance and there weren't a lot of hard-hit balls." 

 

Bettis worked quickly, contributed to a relatively swift game time of 2 hours, 31 minutes. 

 

"I think you intuitively want to work at a good pace in weather like this," Black said. "Their pitcher was working fast, too." 

 

Bryan Shaw and Jake McGee followed, and Wade Davis pitched a perfect ninth for his NL-leading eighth save in eight 

chances. 

 

Colorado improved to 5-1 on a seven-game trip that started in Washington, and the Rockies are 9-4 on the road overall. 

 

The announced attendance was 8,869, but there appeared to be fewer than 2,000 fans at PNC Park. The Pirates offered 

ticket vouchers for games later in the season to fans who came through the turnstiles. 

 

"Walking in from the bullpen, I was a little concerned because it was really cold," Bettis said. "But I put on some 

(handwarmers) once I got to the dugout and I was fine." 

 

Trevor Williams (3-1) threw six innings in short sleeves despite the 34-degree temperature at first pitch. He gave up two 

runs and four hits, and he has allowed five runs in four starts this season. 

 

Williams grew up in San Diego and played at Arizona State. He had never pitched in snow before. 

 

"I'm hoping that this is going to be the last one," Williams said. "It's tough waking up and seeing a blizzard outside, but it's 

tough for them, too." 
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Bettis has pitched at least five innings and given up two runs or fewer in each of his four starts this season. He has a 1.47 

ERA in his past six starts, including his final two outings of 2017. 

 

"He lives on the margins," Pittsburgh manager Clint Hurdle said. "He changes speeds. He's got a little quick pitch in there 

that he ran at us a few times, as well." 

 

Colorado went ahead in the first when Gerardo Parra drew a one-out walk, took third on Charlie Blackmon's single and 

scored when Carlos Gonzalez grounded into a forceout. Blackmon has eight RBI in his last four games. 

 

Rookie Ryan McMahon, who entered hitting .074, singled in a run in the fourth to make it 2-0. 

 

"It definitely felt good," McMahon said. "I've had bad stretches before in the minor leagues, but this is the big leagues and 

it's not as easy as some guys make it look." 

 

Pittsburgh did not get a runner past first base until Jordy Mercer doubled leading off the eighth. After Mercer moved to 

third on pinch-hitter Adam Frazier's groundout, Bettis was replaced by Shaw. 

 

Sean Rodriguez bounced to McMahon, the third baseman, who threw out Mercer at home. McGee induced Gregory 

Polanco to hit an inning-ending pop out. 

 

Mercer had two hits as the Pirates lost consecutive games for the first time this season. 

 

Corey Dickerson popped out for the final out, ending his 11-game hitting streak. 

 

TRAINER'S ROOM 
 

Pirates: 2B Josh Harrison (broken left pinky) rejoined the team a day after being placed on the disabled list. Harrison has 

broken the same finger two seasons in a row when hit by pitches. "The odds of that have to be infinity-to-1," Harrison said. 

... RHP Joe Musgrove (strained right shoulder) is scheduled to throw off the mound Thursday for the first time since going 

on the DL. He is scheduled to throw three bullpens before beginning a rehab assignment in the minor leagues. 

 

UP NEXT 
 

Rockies LHP Kyle Freeland (0-2, 4.50 ERA) is scheduled to face RHP Chad Kuhl (1-1, 5.74) on Wednesday. Freeland is 

1-1 with a 4.63 ERA in two career starts. Kuhl has lost both career starts against Colorado with a 5.73 ERA. 
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Chad Bettis dazzles, Rockies shut out Pirates in frigid temperatures 
 
Casey Light / MileHighSports.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
Cold temperatures are becoming commonplace for the Colorado Rockies. After opening their home slate with the second-

coldest game in club history earlier this month — with the thermometer reading 27 degrees at first pitch — Colorado 

played its coldest road game ever on Tuesday in Pittsburgh. Snow flurries were in the air at PNC Park, where first pitch 

was 34 degrees. 

 

Rockies starter Chad Bettis was in no way fazed by the weather, posting his best outing since a complete-game shutout 

of San Francisco in September 2016. 

 

The Rockies posted their first shutout of the 2018 season, defeating Pittsburgh 2-0 and securing their third series win of 

the year. Colorado has now won three games in a row and seven of their last eight games. 

 

Those icy temperatures were almost as cold as the Rockies’ bats. Colorado entered the game with a team .218 batting 

average — lowest in the National League. The bats didn’t warm much, mustering just five hits in the game, four off starter 

Trevor Williams. That was all they would need, though. 

 

Colorado jumped on the scoreboard early again, plating a run in the first inning. Gerardo Parra took a one-out walk and 

advanced to third on a Charlie Blackmon single. Carlos Gonzalez drove Parra home on a fielder’s choice. It was the 

second time in as many nights the Rockies were on the scoreboard before Pittsburgh sent a batter to the plate. 

 

Both teams seemed to be in a hurry to get out of the frigid temperatures, as Pirates pitcher Trevor Williams ran into an out 

trying to advance to second base on a fly-ball out in the third inning. Gonzalez was thrown out trying to steal for the 

Rockies in the fourth. That out would nearly haunt Colorado later in the inning after Ian Desmond walked and Trevor Story 

doubled to left field. Ryan McMahon picked up Gonzalez, though, with a base hit through the left side to score Desmond. 

 

Bettis did his part to keep things moving quickly in the cold. The right-hander posted his second consecutive quality start, 

needing just 82 pitches to get through seven innings. Pitch No. 83, however, was a leadoff double in the eighth by Jordy 

Mercer — the only player in the game to record multiple hits. Bettis (3-0, 1.44) exited after a pinch-hit groundout by Adam 

Frazier moved Mercer to third. 

 

Bryan Shaw fell behind Sean Rodriguez 3-1 in relief of Bettis, but forced a soft ground ball to third base, which McMahon 

fired to Tony Wolters at home to cut down Mercer. Jake McGee produced an infield fly to end the eighth. 

 

The book on Bettis closed with 7.1 scoreless innings pitched, five hits, two walks and three strikeouts. 
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In his ninth appearance of the season, Wade Davis earned his NL-best eighth save. Davis retired the side in order. 

 

Colorado is now 11-8 on the season, 9-4 on the road. The Rockies have played more road games than any other team in 

baseball to this point in the season. At the conclusion of the game Colorado was the only MLB team with a winning record 

and a negative run differential (-4). 

 

UP NEXT: Colorado and Pittsburgh wrap up their three-game series with an afternoon affair, with temperatures expected 

to be in the 50s. Kyle Freeland (0-2, 4.50) faces Chad Kuhl (1-1, 5.71). The game will close a 17-day stretch with no off 

days for Colorado. The Rockies have Thursday off before returning to Coors Field for a three-game series with the Cubs. 
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Well-Armed Rockies On a Road of Success 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Insidetheseams.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
The Rockies offense is in a funk. 

 

And the team is winning. 

 

Honest. 

 

Hard as it may seem to believe, the Rockies go into their road trip finale in Pittsburgh on Wednesday having won five of 

the first six games on this trip, a victory away from the third best road trip in franchise history. 

 

Here's the kicker. The Rockies are hitting .176 in the six games. And they have still won five times. Why? Because the 

team has a 2.21 ERA. In the five wins they have allowed only seven runs -- total.  

 

Now there have been two key offensive efforts. Charlie Blackmon, hitting third in the absence of Noaln Arenado, is hitting 

.375 on the trip with three home runs, a double and seven RBI. DJ LeMahieu, hitting leadoff with Blackmon moving down 

in the lineup, may only be hitting .273 but his six hits have included three doubles and three home runs. He has driven in 

five runs. 

 

Chad Bettis has been the anchor in the rotation. Not only has he won both of his starts, but he has allowed one earned 

runs in 14 1/3 innings. He worked 7 1/3 shutout innings in Tuesday's 2-0 victory at Pittsburgh, and gave up one run in 

seven innings of the road-trip opener in a 5-1 win at Washington on Thursday. 

 

With a victory in Wednesday's road trip finale the Rockies would conclude the trip to Washington, D.C., and Pittsburgh 

with a 6-1 record, which would be the third most successful road trip in franchise history. It would rank behind only the 6-0 

trip to San Diego and Los Angeles Sept.21-27, 2007, and the 7-1 trip to Pittsburgh and New York April 7-14, 2011. Just 

how does this road trip compare to the most successful in franchise history? 

 

A strong road trip, however, does not guarantee success at season's end. The Rockies did advance to the World Series 

for the only time in franchise history in 2007, when the Rockies had the only undefeated road trip in franchise history. But 

that also is the only season in which they enjoyed two of their eight best road trip -- 6-0 in September, and 5-1 in May.  

 

Chad Bettis got the trip started in Philadelphia and then added a statement in Tuesday's game at Pittsburgh, earning his 

second victory on the trip with seven shutout innings. Wade Davis has converted all three of his save opportunities with 

three hitless innings. 
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Charlie Blackmon returned to the lineup and found himself hitting third in light of the decision for Nolan Arenado to serve 

his five-game suspension in the final five games of the six-game road trip. And Blackmon has filled the void. 
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Farm Report April 18: Dahl Returns to Isotopes Lineup 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Insidetheseams.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
After missing 10 games with a stomach virus, David Dahl returned to the lineup with Triple-A Albuquerque on Tuesday 

night. While Dahl was 0-for-4, having him back in the lineup is significant.  

 

Dahl was called up by the Rockies for the final two months of 2016, and hit .315 with seven home runs and 24 RBI. He 

was projected to step into the Rockies' lineup a year ago, but was sidelined in spring training with a stress reaction in his 

rib cage during the spring. 

 

Between a rehab assignment and being activated from the disabled list, he appeared in two games at Class A Lancaster 

and 17 games with Triple-A Albuquerque before being shutdown on July 29. He did not pick up a bat against until mid-

January. 

 

Dahl was hitless in his first 15 at-bats this spring but finished strong, hitting .274 overall -- .362 in his final 47 at-bats. He 

also led the Rockies with five home runs during the spring. 

 

Dahl was sent to Albuquerque to get extended playing time and eliminate health concerns. He was 4-for-9 with four RBI in 

the Isotopes first two games this season. 

 

In Tuesday's Games 
AAA Albuquerque (6-7) lost 8-2 at Tacoma. The Isotopes bullpen allowed six runs in the eighth inning and the team lost 

for the fifth time in six games. Catcher Tom Murphy hit his fourth home run. He is hitting .413. Austin Holmes was charged 

with all six runs in the eighth, giving up four hits and two walks. 

 

AA Hartford (3-8) split a doubleheader at Portland, losing 8-2 in Game 1, and winning 6-3 in Game 2. Hartford used five 

pitchers in the seven-inning Game 2 victory, including Jason Garcia, who picked up the victory. Sam Hillard's three-run 

home run in the fifth inning of Game 2 put the Yard Goats ahead. Parker French suffered the loss in Game 1, allowing five 

runs on eight hits and three walks in five innings. 

 

High A Lancaster (7-6) won 11-7 against Rancho Cucamonga. Willie Abreu had a two-out, three run home run in the third, 

and Alan Trejo delivered a two-out, bases-loaded, three-run double in the sixth.  

 

A Asheville (3-9) won 1-0 at Rome thanks to a bullpen that worked the final 8 1/3 innings. Lucas Gilbreath got the call with 

two out in the first when Breiling Eusebio called the trainer to the mound and then departed. No details of Eusebio's 

ailment were announced. Gilbreath worked 4 1/3 innings to earn the save. Casey Golden scored the game's only run. He 
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singled, advanced to second on an errant pick off attempt and third on a wild pitch, and came home on Ramon 

Marcelino's ground out. 
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Colorado Rockies 2, Pittsburgh Pirates 0: Rockies continue hot road start 
Chad Bettis blanked the Pirates and the offense did enough to secure the Rockies’ sixth win in seven games 

 
Jordan Freemyer / Purplerow.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
Chad Bettis pitched 7 1⁄3 scoreless innings and Carlos González and Ryan McMahon drove in runs to give the Rockies a 

2-0 win in Pittsburgh, securing their first series win at PNC Park since 2011. The Rockies got on the board in the top of 

the first, when González brought home Gerardo Parra, who had walked, with a fielder’s choice. The second run came in 

the fourth on a single from McMahon that scored Ian Desmond. The two runs were enough for Bettis and the Rockies 

bullpen, who held the Pirates to five hits, four of which were singles. 

 
Chad Bettis tosses a gem 
The story of the game was Bettis, who needed just 85 pitches to pitch 7 1⁄3 shutout innings, allowing five hits and two 

walks with three strikeouts. Despite the low strikeout number, he induced 11 ground ball outs against just four flyouts. The 

outing lowered Bettis’ 2018 ERA to a miniscule 1.44 through four starts. 

 

Rockies stay hot 
After a rough start to the season, just 5-7 through 12 games, the Rockies have now won six of their last seven games, 

including five of six on the current road trip. More impressively, they have not had both Charlie Blackmon and Nolan 

Arenado in the same lineup for any of those seven games, but have allowed just 19 runs in that stretch. 

 

Looking ahead 
The Rockies will now look for a series sweep in Pittsburgh tomorrow afternoon, with Kyle Freeland taking the mound 

against the Pirates’ Chad Kuhl. First pitch is scheduled for 10:35 a.m. Mountain time. 
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Rockies prospect Tom Murphy impresses and David Dahl returns 
Prospect news and game results from the Rockies minor league affiliates from Tuesday, April 17, 2018 

 
Nick Walsh / PurpleRow.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
Tuesday night, Tom Murphy (no. 11 PuRP) again showed us why he’s ready to join the Rockies by going 1-for-4 with a 

solo home run, his 4th of the year. In 12 games so far, Murphy is slugging .804 with an ISO of .391 for the ‘Topes — the 

kind of power that would be really useful to a major league baseball team struggling to score runs. David Dahl returned to 

the lineup for Albuquerque after a stint on the 7-day DL (stomach bug shrug dot gif), and went 0-for-4 with three 

strikeouts, but made Rockies fans happy by simply existing on a baseball field for a real game again. 

 

Hartford played a straight double-header, and Brendan Rodgers (no. 1 PuRP) went 3-for-4 with an RBI double in the first 

game, while Sam Hilliard (no. 17 PuRP) played the hero in game two by going 1-for-3 with a three-run home run. In 

Lancaster, Willie Abreu (no. 26 PuRP) showed off his impressive skills by blasting his 3rd home run and stealing his 5th 

bag. 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Triple-A: Tacoma Rainiers 8, Albuquerque Isotopes 2 

David Dahl: 0-for-4, 3 K 

Tom Murphy (no. 11 PuRP): 1-for-4, HR, RBI, K 

Jordan Patterson (no. 14 PuRP): 0-for-4 

Noel Cuevas (HM PuRP): 2-for-3, BB, CS, K 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Double-A (Game 1): Portland Sea Dogs 8, Hartford Yard Goats 2 

Brendan Rodgers (no. 1 PuRP): 3-for-4, 2B, RBI 

Garrett Hampson (no. 9 PuRP): 1-for-4, 2B, R, RBI 

Brian Mundell (no. 13 PuRP): 1-for-4, K 

Sam Hilliard (no. 17 PuRP): 0-for-2, BB 

Yonathan Daza (no. 19 PuRP): 0-for- 

Dom Nuñez (no. 21 PuRP): 1-for-3 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Double-A (Game 2): Hartford Yard Goats 6, Portland Sea Dogs 3 

Garrett Hampson (no. 9 PuRP): 1-for-4, 2B, R 

Brian Mundell (no. 13 PuRP): 1-for-4, RBI 

Sam Hilliard (no. 17 PuRP): 1-for-3, HR, R, 3 RBI, K 

Yonathan Daza (no. 19 PuRP): 1-for-2, 2B, 2 BB, 2 R, RBI, SB 
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Dom Nuñez (no. 21 PuRP): 1-for-3, 2B, K 

Wes Rogers (HM PuRP): 0-for-3, 2 K 

 

★ ★ ★ 

High-A: Lancaster JetHawks 11, Rancho Cucamonga Quakes 7 

Colton Welker (no. 5 PuRP): 0-for-2, BB, RBI, 2 K 

Tyler Nevin (no. 12 PuRP): 0-for-3 

Forrest Wall (no. 16 PuRP): 2-for-3, 2 BB, 2 R, RBI, K 

Willie Abreu (no. 26 PuRP): 1-for-4, HR, R, 3 RBI, SB, K 

Vince Fernandez (no. 28 PuRP): 0-for-1, R 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Low-A: Asheville Tourists 1, Rome Braves 0 

Ryan Vilade (no. 7 PuRP): 0-for-4, K 

Breiling Eusebio (no. 18 PuRP): 0.2 IP, K 

Ben Bowden (no. 20 PuRP): 1.0 IP (H), 0 H, 0 R, 3 K 

Chad Spanberger (no. 29 PuRP): 1-for-2, BB, K 

Tommy Doyle (no. 30 PuRP): 1.0 IP (S), 1 H, 0 R, 2 K 

Sean Bouchard (ninth round, 2017): 1-for-3, 2B, 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Wednesday Probables 
Triple-A Albuquerque: Sam Howard (no. 10 PuRP) @ Tacoma Rainiers, 8:05 PM MT 

Double-A Hartford: Ryan Castellani (no. 4 PuRP) @ Portland Sea Dogs, 4:00 PM MT 

High-A Lancaster: TBD vs. Rancho Cucamonga Quakes, 7:35 PM MT 

Low-A Asheville: Nick Kennedy vs. Rome Braves, 5:05 PM MT 
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Colorado Rockies morning after: 3 numbers to know from Tuesday 
 
Kevin Henry / RoxPile.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
PITTSBURGH — The Colorado Rockies not only won their fifth game of their six-game road trip (so far) on Tuesday night 

with a 2-0 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates at frigid PNC Park, but they also secured their second series win of the trip to 

the Eastern time zone. 

The coldest start ever for a Rockies road game, Colorado’s Chad Bettis fought through intermittent snow and 34-degree 

temperatures to move to 3-0 on the season and lower his ERA to 1.44 with yet another solid performance. 

 

Here are three numbers you need to know from the game: 

 

4 – As in, through four starts, Bettis has the third-lowest ERA of any Rockies starter in franchise history. The 28-year-old 

right-hander scattered five hits over seven innings and didn’t allow an extra-base hit until Jordy Mercer led off the eighth 

inning with a double to give the Pirates their only real scoring threat of the night. However, Colorado called upon Bryan 

Shaw and Jake McGee to finish off the eighth and Wade Davis to pitch a scoreless ninth for his eighth save of the season. 

 

So who’s ahead of Bettis in the franchise’s ERA all-time rankings through four starts? Only Ubaldo Jimenez (0.95, 2010) 

and Shawn Chacon (0.98, 2003). 

 

1 – That’s how many hits Ryan McMahon had on the night, as well as how many RBI he collected and quick-thinking 

defensive plays he made in a solid performance filling in for the suspended Nolan Arenado. 

 

McMahon’s fourth-inning opposite-field single was just his third hit of the season and raised his average to .097 on the 

campaign. But plating Ian Desmond, who had walked to reach base before Trevor Story moved him to third with a double, 

gave the Rockies a little breathing room with a 2-0 lead. 

 

The 23-year-old infielder also made a big defensive play in the eighth, fielding a Sean Rodriguez grounder down the third 

base line and firing a strike to Tony Wolters, who tagged Mercer out at the plate as he tried to get the Pirates on the 

board. There was no hesitation from McMahon on the throw, which easily beat Mercer to home. 

 

“I saw he wasn’t getting down the line very well so I was just like, ‘OK, we’ve got a play at home so let’s get the out,’” 

McMahon told Rox Pile and other reporters after the game. 

 

.217 – That is the batting average for Trevor Story after a 2-for-4 night on Tuesday. He was the only Rockies player to 

have multiple hits on Tuesday night. 
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That number may not seem that impressive, but it’s the highest the average has been for Story since April 10. Since his 

four-strikeout outing in Washington on April 15 (his second of the series, by the way), Story has gone 4-for-11, with two of 

those hits going for extra bases. He has also struck out just twice during that stretch. 

 

Is it a sign of good things to come for Story at the plate? 

 

NEXT: The numbers that are haunting Jon Gray right now 

Additionally, he stole his team-leading fourth base on Tuesday night. We talked to Story about his speed and how he is 

trying to use it this season in this article. 
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Colorado Rockies: A word of patience and positivity 
 
Nick Bunney / RoxPile.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
Two things are happening simultaneously on my Twitter timeline most nights. The first is a barrage of tweets and articles 

about how bad the Colorado Rockies have been statistically. No holds barred. Bad stat after bad stat after bad stat. Over 

the past 10 days, I’ve seen those conversations run downhill, more and more towards something like panic. At the same 

time, while the team’s obituary is being written on a daily basis by folks pouring over stat sheets and team rankings lists, 

another thing has been happening: The team is winning. 

 

The Rockies have played 18 games so far this year. In the NFL, 18 games would be the equivalent of heading into the 

fourth quarter of your second game. The eventual Super Bowl Champion Philadelphia Eagles were about to lose to the 

Kansas City Chiefs to fall to 1-1 at the same point in their season as where the Rockies sit now. Their Super Bowl 

opponent, the New England Patriots, were 0-1 and closing in on beating the Saints to move to 1-1 themselves. When is 

the last time you counted out a 1-1 NFL team? 

 

A lot of the doom-and-gloom stories I read discuss how the Rockies’ winning record is not sustainable with the team’s 

current numbers. To those people, I say … I agree! 

 

Here’s the thing, though. The numbers themselves are not sustainable. Gerardo Parra will end up hitting better than .214. 

Trevor Story will hit better than .200. Ian Desmond will hit better than .180. Pat Valaika probably ends the year a little 

higher than .059. And if they don’t, you can come back and throw this article right in my face. They will, though, so no 

need to worry about record sustainability when the statistics the arguments are based on are unsustainable themselves. 

 

Now, I’ll be the first to say that I’m not in love with the way the Rockies played to start the year. Starting 5-7 is never what 

you’re hoping for. However, since Nolan Arenado lost his mind and decided to fight the entire Padres organization on the 

infield grass at Coors Field, the Rockies are 5-1. Starting pitching has improved, and the Rockies are starting to string 

some hits together on top of the two or three homers they hit every night. 

 

My point is that it’s a long season, and every team comes out of the gates a little differently. Some teams start with most 

of their first 20 games on the road. Some at home. Some teams face mostly righties, while others, like the Rockies, start 

the season facing an inordinate amount of left-handed starters. Some teams have played a lot in the cold, while some 

have mostly played warm games. Oh, not to mention the fact that even the AMOUNT of games played by different teams 

this season varies wildly. Due to unusually abhorrent weather around the country this spring, some teams have played 

only 11 games. The Rockies, as mentioned above, have played 18! For that reason, some statistics aren’t even relevant 

yet in my opinion. 
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All that being said, there are two ways to look at the 10-8 record the Rockies have posted thus far. The first is that 

obscenely bad numbers are going to limit Colorado to a .500 record, or worse, all season. The second is that the Rockies 

have managed a 10-8 record in spite of offensive numbers that are nearly certain to improve. As I’m always fond of 

saying, baseball is such a long season that water almost always finds its level, or at least gets close to it. The Rockies are 

not the worst hitting team in the National League, as those team rankings lists will tell you on April 17. 

 

If, come mid-June, the Rockies find themselves seven or eight games out of a playoff spot, of course we should turn to 

the stat sheets and see where things went awry and where improvement needs to be made. 

 

For now, though, let’s sit back, relax, cheer those who are struggling on, and enjoy the fact that the Rockies are finding 

ways to win baseball games against very good teams despite largely horrific offensive numbers. 

 

NEXT: How the lineup could change when Nolan returns 

If a baseball season were an actual marathon, we’re still in the part of the race where everyone is smiling. There is a lot of 

pavement yet to pound, and honestly I am encouraged rather than discouraged. The numbers will come around, and I 

expect the Rockies to be a force when they do. 
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Ringolsby: Why young Rockies pitchers are like a bamboo shoot 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / BSNDenver.com | Apr 17, 2018 
 
 
In the ever-changing world of Major League Baseball, the Rockies are looking to take a page out of the game’s history. 

 

In a game that puts a premium on experience in a pitching staff, the Rockies underwent a major overhaul last year—in 

part because of injuries—and created the groundwork for a rotation that won’t have a rookie in 2018 but will still be the 

youngest contingent in Major League Baseball. 

 

With youth comes some challenges, but Steve Foster and Darren Holmes, the Rockies pitching gurus, are confident in the 

young arms they oversee, despite the inconsistencies in the opening days for the 2018 season. 

 

And they have some history on their side. 

 

The Rockies did, after all, advance to the post-season a year ago with a rotation in which four rookies—-Kyle Freeland, 

German Marquez, Antonio Senzatela and Jeff Hoffman—not only combined to make 93 starts, but were a combined 38-

28. 

 

That wasn’t merely the best record for rookies in a rotation in the big leagues in 2017. It was the fourth best win total for a 

group of rookie starting pitchers since at least 1913, according to Stats, Inc. 

 

Only the 2006 Marlins (43-21), 1937 Boston Bees (40-19) and 2012 Oakland A’s (40-30) had more wins from the rookies 

in their rotations. Those 40 wins by the Bees came from a couple aged rookies, Lou Fetters (20-9 at age 30) and Jim 

Turner (20-10 at age 33). 

 

And while Foster and Holmes don’t mention comparisons to other teams in discussing an expected rotation, the talk about 

the potential conjures up memories of the late `60s Orioles, which in 1969 made the first of three consecutive World 

Series appearances with a rotation of Mike Cuellar, Dave McNally, Tom Phoebus, Jim Palmer and Jim Hardin. 

 

Cuellar was the elder statesman at 32, but the other four were 27 or younger. Their combined age that season was 133 

years – two years older than the Rockies season-opening rotation of Chad Bettis (29), Tyler Anderson (28), Jon Gray 

(26), Kyle Freeland (25), German Marquez (23). 

 

There is a confidence that this group will step forward, and not fall victim to that sophomore jinx. 

 

“Most of all they have a great deal of humility and a great work ethic,” said Foster. 
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Holmes agrees. 

 

“They are so engaged with where they are,” he said. “Because they came through the system for the most part and the 

way our system runs in the minor leagues is a very regimented way, so when they get here they have a foundation to 

build off.” 

 

The Rockies were careful with the demands they put on their staff last season. Marquez was the only pitcher on the team 

to reach the 162-inning mark necessary to qualify for an ERA title. He also led the team with 29 starts. 

 

The workloads were tempered either by injuries (Bettis, Gray and Anderson) or design (Freeland, Marquez, Antonio 

Senzatela and Jeff Hoffman). They all spent time in the bullpen, although Marquez did not get called on in the first 10 

days of the season in that role, after which he was sent to the minor leagues for a brief spell before being recalled and put 

in the rotation. 

 

“Are you familiar with the bamboo shoot?” said Foster. “The bamboo shoot if planted and if given proper nourishment will 

grow two-tenths of an inch per year its first four years,” he said. “In year five if given the same sunlight and nourishment it 

will grow up to eight and a half feet.” 

 

It takes proper nourishing to get the job done with the bamboo shoot and with young pitchers. 

 

“Last year the guys were really good early and a little tired past the All-Star Game. Scouting reports were compiled,” said 

Holmes. “They made adjustments. They got their rest. And they are ready to get back in and go after it.” 

 

And the Rockies are looking for each of them to take another step forward in 2018. 
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Bettis’ gem lifts Rockies to yet another series win on the road 
 
Drew Creasman / BSNDenver.com | Apr 18, 2018 
 
 
The Colorado Rockies recorded only five hits and one of their two runs came on a fielder’s choice, the other from a rookie 

that has two base hits on the season. But Chad Bettis was sublime on a snowy Tuesday evening in Pittsburg, and the 

bullpen did its thing once again, securing a 2-0 Rockies win over the Pirates. 

 

As they’ve been remarkably prone to do early in the season, the Rockies scored in the first inning. After DJ LeMahieu 

lined out, Gerardo Parra walked and managed to get all the way to third on a Charlie Blackmon check-swing single. When 

you’re hot, you’re hot. 

 

Carlos Gonzalez pulled a groundball into the hole and though an out was made at second, there was no chance for the 

double play and Parra’s base running aggressiveness paid off as the Rockies took a 1-0 lead. 

 

The pitching duel remained stagnant until the fourth when Ian Desmond drew a two-out walk which was followed up by a 

Trevor Story double down the left-field line. That left it to struggling rookie Ryan McMahon who collected his first hit of the 

season on this road trip but was still 1-for-11. He stayed simple and put together a good at-bat, lining a single the opposite 

way to score a two-out run. 

 

Bettis allowed four singles through the first seven innings but gave up a lead-off double to Jordy Mercer in the eighth. He 

got his 10th groundball out of the game then made way for Bryan Shaw. He worked to Sean Rodriguez, falling behind but 

inducing a weak ground ball to third that McMahon made an excellent play on to cut the runner down at the plate. 

 

Jake McGee came on for the final out of the inning, getting Gregory Polanco to pop out to McMahon at third. 

 

Wade Davis recorded one strikeout in a 1-2-3 inning to collect his eighth save of the season and stamp down the win. 

 

The Rockies are now 9-4 out on the road and 3-1 in series away from Coors Field. They also moved to 3-1 without Nolan 

Arenado who will serve the final game of his suspension in Wednesday’s finale. 

 

This was Colorado’s first series win in Pittsburg in seven seasons. 

 

FINAL STATS: 
Chad Bettis: 7.1 IP, 5 H, 0 ER (1.44), 2 BB, 3 K 

Bryan Shaw: 0.1 

Jake McGee: 0.1 

Wade Davis: 1 IP, 1 K, S (8) 
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Ryan McMahon: 1-for-4, RBI 

DJ LeMahieu: 1-for-3, BB 

Charlie Blackmon: 1-for-4 

 

WHAT’S NEXT: 
The Rockies aim for their first sweep of 2018 on Wednesday… morning? Kyle Freeland will get the start against Chad 

Kuhl. First pitch at a brisk 10:35 (AM!) Mountain Time. Coffee with baseball. 

 


